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Formstack Submission For: IEDC Readiness Grant - PRODUCTION VERSION 
Submitted at 07/02/20 1:35 PM  

Applicant Organization: : Organization Name 

Type of entity: For profit 

Federal Employer Identification Number: FEIN 

Indiana Secretary of State Control Number: control number 

Mailing Address : 
111 Monument Circle 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Website: conexusindiana.com 

Number of Employees in Indiana: 15 

Number of Employees Total: 15 

Length of operation in years: 13 

Relationship to Indiana (ex: HQ, major operations, 
ownership, etc…)?: 

sample text 

Business Certifications? Check all that apply.: 

SBC (Small Business Certification) 
MOSB (Minority Owned Small 
Business) 
WOSB (Woman Owned Small 

Business) 
VOSB/SDVOSB (Veteran/Service 
Disabled Veteran Owned Small 
Business) 
Other: describe other cert 
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Description of ordinary course of business: sample text 

Name: Mitch Landess 

Title: 
VP of Innovation and Digital 
Transformation 

Email: mlandess@conexusindiana.com 

Phone: (812) 249-0184

Summary of the project: Broad overview of the goals. 
What the project entails, and how it relates to Smart 
Manufacturing and/or healthcare manufacturing 
equipment. : 

sample text 

Healthcare Manufacturing: If healthcare manufacturing 
related, describe how the project enhances Indiana’s 
preparedness for COVID-19 or other similar threat. Enter 
"Not Applicable" if not health care manufacturing related. 
:  

sample text 

Will the project entail FDA regulation?: Yes 

If yes, then what is your FDA strategy and its status?: sample text 

Smart Manufacturing: If smart manufacturing related, 
describe how the project enhances the applicant’s 
competitive advantage. How will the project specifically 
improve production capacity, capability, speed, or quality? 
How will it expand or optimize product mix or product 
performance? Will it enhance customer service or 
engagement?:  

sample text 

Innovation: Describe how the applicant is innovating 
beyond simply purchasing equipment with advanced 
features. How will the applicant take advantage of those 
features to achieve something uniquely differentiating?:  

sample text 
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Intellectual property(IP): Will IP or other form of 
proprietary advantage for the applicant be achieved or 
secured with the project? Please describe or enter "not 
applicable".: 

sample text 

Technology: Which technologies are being deployed in the 
project? Check all that apply.:  

Additive Manufacturing (3D Printing) 
Advanced Communications (5G, etc) 
Advanced Modeling 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
Augmented, Virtual or Mixed Reality 
Autonomous Robotics or Vehicles 
Big Data and Analytics 
Blockchain 
Cloud Computing 
COBOTS 
Cybersecurity 
Digital Twin 
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) 
Machine Learning 
Sensor Technology 
Other: sample text 

Business case and justification: Why is it a good 
investment for the applicant’s business? What is the 
anticipated ROI? Describe any tangible, outcomes, 
deliverables, or other definitions of success that can be 
measured and assessed with clear metrics.: 

sample text 

Budget: What is the approximate total budget that the 
applicant will invest for this project? : 

$$$$ 

Partners/Third Parties: Are there any partners or other 
parties involved with the project whose involvement or 
performance can significantly impact project success?:  

Yes 

If yes, then who are they and what are their roles? : sample text 

Other Funding: Are any other grants, subsidies, incentives 
or other forms of federal, state, or local financial programs 
being utilized, leveraged, or pursued to support the 
project?: 

Yes 
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If yes, then please describe.: sample text 

Attest that specific items being reimbursed will be fully 
bought and paid for by the applicant and free of any lien or 
other encumbrance at least to the extent that the 
applicant will have equity in the item greater than the 
reimbursement amount. :  

Yes 

Total Grant Reimbursement Amount Requested: Only 
major capital components of the project permanently 
installed in Indiana whose costs are directly incurred by 
the applicant are eligible for reimbursement under this 
grant. The reimbursement rate (not to exceed 1:1 match 
up to $200,000) will depend on various factors at the 
discretion of the IEDC and Conexus Indiana.: 

$$$$ 

Purchased equipment: List any significant hard, physical 
asset that is being procured and installed and dedicated 
exclusively to this project. Include manufacturer, model, 
country/state of origin, vendor, useful life, and 
approximate cost. Cost should include original purchase 
only and not any maintenance, warranty or other 
extended service subscription or plan. Provide as an 
attachment if list is large.:  

sample text 

Total Cost (purchased equipment): $$$$ 

File: 

Infrastructure, facilities improvements, and 
transportation: Describe and estimate cost for project line 
items only if they are directly and exclusively related to 
purchased equipment listed in the prior question and 
necessary for the equipment to perform its intended 
function.: 

sample text 

Total Cost (infrastructure, facilities improvements, and 
transportation): 

$$$$ 

Software, Technology, or IP: Describe and estimate the 
cost for software, technology or other intellectual property 
only if it is 1) dedicated exclusively to this project, 2) 
necessary for the project to achieve its goals, and 3) can be 
accounted for as a capital expense, i.e. its an asset with a 

sample text 
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useful life beyond the purchase year and is paid for as a 
lump sum rather than via a monthly or annual 
subscription. For listed items include vendor, product 
name and version, country/state of origin.:  

Total Cost (software, technology, or IP): $$$$ 

Indiana address where project equipment will be 
permanently installed:  

111 Monument Circle 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

County of Indiana address where project equipment will 
be permanently installed: 

County 

Affirm that all equipment, technology or other reimbursed 
items will not be moved outside of Indiana once installed. : 

Movable, but committed to not move 
from the location identified  

If not affirmed, please explain: 

Staffing: Describe anticipated impact on staffing positions 
(full-time, part-time, contract, exempt and non-exempt). 
How many positions will be created, eliminated, 
consolidated, transferred, re-skilled or otherwise 
impacted? :  

How many 

Training: Describe any training, certifications, or other 
professional development investments that will be made 
in enhancing workforce skills as part of the project.: 

sample text 

Workplace Health and Safety: How will the nature of work 
improve or otherwise change for affected employees?:  

sample text 

New wage growth: Once the project is fully implemented 
with all benefits realized and changes completed, what is 
the expected permanent net change (either increase or 
decrease) in total wages (annualized dollars) as a direct 
result of the project? : 

$$$$ 

Relative impact for applicant: The net wage growth 
described above is approximately what percentage of the 
net wages for the applicant’s Indiana based operations?: 

5-10%

Timeline: When is the project anticipated to begin and 
complete? What are the major milestones for the project 

sample text 
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and their timing? You may provide a project plan as an 
attachment.: 

File: 

Risks: What are the major risks associated with the project 
and what measures will be in place to mitigate the risks?:  

sample text 

Experience: Describe applicant’s prior experience with 
other projects of similar scope, scale and complexity.: 

sample text 

Other relevant information: Please describe (or attach) any 
other relevant supporting information (pictures, 
documents, etc.) that you feel may be helpful for the 
review committee to fully appreciate and understand the 
scope, nature, and opportunity of this grant application. :  

sample text 

File: 

Peer Review: Applicant consents to allow this application 
and all other relevant and related information and data to 
be made available to parties involved with its review and 
evaluation, provided that it is exclusively for the purpose 
of grant consideration. These parties include: IEDC, 
Conexus Indiana, Next Level Manufacturing Institute, and a 
peer review committee.:  

Provided 

Case Study: Applicant affirms a willingness to participate in 
a case study upon successful conclusion of any project that 
received grant funds. The case study will positively 
highlight the applicant and the specific project outcomes 
as a means to share learnings and best practices in the 
public domain. The intent is to increase broad 
understanding of technology use cases in manufacturing 
and spur greater adoption across the state’s 
manufacturing base. Case studies will be in collaboration 
and coordination with the grantee and will be reviewed by 
the grantee prior to release. Only non-proprietary 
information will be shared in the case study. :  

Willing to participate 

: Understood 

Attach W-9: 




